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AbstractIn the process of learning English, students have to master vocabularies.However, the students have some problems when learning vocabularies. Tocope with the students’ problems, the learning process applied game-basedlearning. The objective of the study entitled “The Implementation of UsingDigital Games in Atarashii Smart Center” were to describe theImplementation of digital game in teaching vocabularies and to find thestudents’ responses toward the implementation of digital game. The subjectof this study was the students in Atarashii smart center who joined Englishclass. This study used a descriptive qualitative research design. To gets thedata, the researcher employed observation, questionnaire and interview. Theresearcher used percentage of respondents to get responses. Theimplementation of digital game in teaching learning process is easy toimplemented, but there are some difficulties from the students. Students’difficulties in learning vocabulary were (1) Most of student found difficultiesto memorize and choose the appropriate meaning, (2) Students start toburdened when they have to memorize the vocabulary in limited time, (3)Also still confused in using vocabulary. But students’ responses still showpositive results. The students enjoy and enthusiasm to use digital game intheir learning process. After finding the difficulties, using digital game tolearn vocabulary showed a positive effect. The result showed that learningvocabulary using digital game is better than traditional learning. From thetotal respondents 42% of the students strongly agree and 18% of thestudents agree that digital game helped the students to master vocabulary. Inconclusion, Digital game clearly has the potential to lead the way into betterlearning outcomes for young learners, particularly in vocabulary mastery.Keywords: Vocabulary Learning, Digital game, Implementation, Difficulties.
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INTRODUCTIONLanguage is the words or expression to express sign or feeling forcommunication. The most useful language in the world and theuniversal language is English. English is a foreign language inIndonesia. Indonesians learn English at schools, courses and evenon the internet. Learning English is very important for them.There are many universities, scholar, jobs required English skillto their requirements.  This certainly moves many parents whowant their children to be prepared to learn English from an earlyage.  According to (Hasan, Faizatul & Hashim, 2021), younglearners are they who have age under 11, it means that student atelementary school is young learners. Teaching young learners aredifferent with older learners. Still according to (Hasan, Faizatul &Hashim, 2021), there are some characteristics of young learners,children age 8-10 are mature enough, they have particular pointof view, they can describe the difference between fact and fiction,they are curious of asking questions, they believe of what is saidand the “real” word to express and comprehendmeaning/message, they have distinct option about what they likeand what they dislike, they are open to what happens in theclassroom and begin asking the teacher decision. There are manydifferent levels of learning a language. For young learners ofEnglish usually start with very simple things like numbers, colorsand vocabulary linked to everyday topics, such as animals, family,food and drink, sports and games. For language, especiallyEnglish, the first thing they need is vocabularies. (Staff, Merriam-Webster, 2004) has three definitions of vocabulary as follows: alist or collection of words and phrases usually alphabeticallyarranged and explained or define,  a list or collection of terms orcodes available for use and a sum or stock of word employed by alanguage group, individual or work or in a field knowledge.Mastering English vocabulary is a major challenge for students asa second language or foreign language. Students need to find outthe meaning of the English vocabulary to their mother language(Indonesia). According to (Antara, 2022) in his research he foundthat some of students are having difficulties becoming competentin vocabulary mastery. It drives the students to quickly becomebored and unmotivated. This statement is in line with (Cahya,
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2019), one of the causes that the students in Indonesia struggleto learn vocabulary is the lack of motivation. Among manytechniques, digital game has attracted writer’s interest. Digitaldevices have great potential to improve vocabulary and Englishlearning for students. “The future is increasingly mobile, and itbehooves us to reflect this in our teaching practice”(Hockly,2013). The rise of technology has changed the experience ofstudents in learning process. According to (Yordming, 2017), in alanguage teaching context, advanced technologies turn ordinarygames into favorable activities in the form digital game-basedlanguage learning. The students were motivated towards theimplementation of Plickers for learning vocabulary (Hasan,Faizatul & Hashim, 2021), The students’ motivation increasing byimplementation of Educandy for learning vocabulary (Antara,2022), and (Nuralisah, Siti & Kareviati, 2020) showed animprovement in students' scores and interest to learn vocabularyafter using memorize. Those studies have proven that digitalgame-based learning applications and platforms provide positiveimpacts for teaching vocabulary.In this study the author used theory of (A.Jhon, 2016) to findabout how the implementation and the difficulties. This study isto answer about how the implementation of digital game inteaching vocabulary, the difficulties faced by students, and thestudents responses about the digital game using in teachinglearning activity. The subject of this study is 10 students atAtarashii Smart center, and the learning tools is the game named“English Pop Quiz”. The game is easy to use, and it is ideal toimplemented in teaching learning activity. There is someresearch on implementation digital game that have done makeresult and finding, first is the research made by (Boyle, ElizabethA., 2016), second (Gros, 2007), third (Bavelier, D., Green, C. S.,Han, D. H., Renshaw, P. F., Merzenich, M. M., & Gentile, 2011), andthe last (Raskova Octaberlina, Like & Rofiki, 2021).
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This research was using qualitative descriptive analysis design.Qualitative descriptive research generates data that describe‘who, what, and where of events or experiences’ from a subjectiveperspective (Kim, Hyejin, Justine S. Sefcik, 2017). Becausequalitative research is basically interpretive.  This means that theresearcher makes an interpretation of the data.  The data isexplained and analyzed by the researcher relate with howstudent’s respond to learn vocabulary with the digital gamenamed English Pop Quiz. In this case the researcher also wants tofind out the difficulties and the students’ responses after learningthis method, whether this method is boring or fun.According to Creswell (Creswell, J. W., & Miller, 2000),research participants are connected with subjects are trusted tohave the ability to provide some information related to theresearch question.  The subjects of the study are 10 students inAtarashii Smart Center in 3rd level Elementary school and ateacher who taught English. The characteristics of the studentare: mostly beginner at learn English, they are familiar withtechnology, and have good enthusiasm for learning somethingnew. Data or data sources that we will get have differentclassifications such as primary data and secondary data.  Primarydata sources in qualitative research are words and actions(Moleong, (Moleong, 2019), these words or actions are takenfrom observations, questionnaire, interviews and then writtendown in notes or recorded through audio/video tapes, photos, orfilms (Moleong, (Moleong, 2019)).The data collecting technique are observation, questionnaire,interview, and documentation. The data analysis technique isdivide into two types, data reduction and data display. In datareduction the researcher collected data on students' responsesand the effectiveness of the application of digital game as amedium in teaching vocabulary through observation anddocumentation and then transcribed the data. In data display theresearcher collects the display data from questionnaire andinterview. Then presented using a logical and systematic
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research language, making easier to understand. The last step ismaking the conclusion, based on data result.
RESULTSResearcher found the result the implementation of using digitalgame in teaching vocabularies to students.  The data wereentered into the table as follows:

Table 1
Options Frequently Percentage

Strongly agree 42 42%
Agree 25 25%
Disagree 19 19%
Strongly
Disagree

14 14%
Total 100 100%

Figure 1

From the results of the table above researcher canconcluded that students strongly agree and believe in learningvocabulary using digital game in Atarashii smart center is
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increase their vocabulary skill because the percentage reaches42%. The results obtained from the graph above can beconcluded agree that students at Atarashii smart center are veryhelped with English pop quiz to mastering vocabulary. Based onthat result also, the students don’t have difficulties inimplementing digital game in vocabulary learning.
DISCUSSIONBased on the finding the research problem are answeredcompletely. The implementation of vocabulary learning is easyand has slight difference from the conventional learning. Theimplementation of vocabulary learning using digital gamesbegins with an opening such as opening with greeting thencontinues with the motivation for the students, for the mainactivity the student’s given materials explanation from theteacher, given opportunities for using games to increase thevocabulary skill. In the end the students are agree that they feelenjoy and enthusiasm in implementation of vocabulary learningusing digital game.The difficulties of this study were same with the study of RaskovaOctaberlina, Like & Rofiki, Imam (2021), the difficulties in thisstudy is the lack of tools and limited time to increase studentsvocabulary list in a short time and need to be repeated. For thestudents  responses also related with the study of Raskova(Raskova Octaberlina, Like & Rofiki, 2021) that students areinterested with the game and feel enjoyable. The differences ofthis study and the previous study are the kinds of game aredifferent. In Raskova and Rofiki use Spellingcity and in this studyuse English Pop Quiz. The overall finding is related with theprevious study of  Gros (Gros, 2007) that digital games areeffective to increase students participation. It also related withBalivier and Green (Bavelier, D., Green, C. S., Han, D. H., Renshaw,P. F., Merzenich, M. M., & Gentile, 2011) that digital game ispotential to be teaching learning tools.
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CONCLUSIONAfter the author complete the analysis in all the data containedin this study, the author draw conclusion as follows:1. The Implementation of digital game in teaching learningvocabulary in Atarashii smart center is using English Pop Quizgame. The student use the game to improving vocabulary skill.Start with the explanation about the materials and thencontinuing to use the game as a media to practice. The studentslearn more about the vocabulary start from animal names, fruitsname until to daily verbs and profession names. At the end oflearning process evaluation was given by asking students aboutthe game score.2. Based on the second research question about students’difficulties faced by students, the results showed that studentshad difficulties to memorize the materials from the teacher inlimited time and easy to forget the vocabularies.  In learningvocabularies, although there are digital game that had beenimplemented, students can ask to the teacher about thevocabulary that they forgot to be able to increase Englishvocabulary and minimize the mistakes, so the vocabulary is noteasy disappear from the memory.3. The students’ responses in learning vocabulary using digitalgame were positive. Students also felt enjoyable to learn usingdigital game. They also agreed that game based learning waseffective for them because they felt more enthusiastic andinterested. The learning process by using digital game was moreeffective for the students because they can learn using the gamewhen they had free time at night and they also could also levelup their game every day. Students also stated that even thoughthey faced problem during memorizing the materials from theteacher, they felt their vocabulary ability increased faster thanbefore and they also felt more enjoyable. After using digitalgame as medium for vocabulary learning, the students abilityincreased faster than before.
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